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Board meeting on May 21 @ 6:30 at 

the animal shelter. 

Walmart Day May 26, 10- 4 

 

 

 

Newly Elected Officers 

Belinda Hamlet—President 

Martha Thomas—Vice President 

Jasey Olmeda—Secretary 

Doug Carneal—Treasurer 

                      

What do you get when you adopt a dog from the  

  Mayfield-Graves County Animal Shelter? 
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SHELTER DOG ADOPTION 
FEE INCLUDES ALL THIS 

FOR $125! 

 
Heart worm Test 
           $15.00 
Heart worm Meds 
            $18.00 
DA2PPV Vaccine 
            $13.25 
Spay/Neuter 
            $90-110 
Bordetella 
            $11.25 
Fecal (worms) 
            $11.25 
Office Visit 
            $20.00 
 
 
COST OF A  
‘FREE” DOG 
   $242—262 
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ROCKY 
 

 FENDER 

Pet ID: 37541817 

Breed: Domestic Shorthair / Mix   

   

Age: 1y 4m Gender: Male 

Color: Black / Grey 

Spayed/Neutered: Yes 

Size: Small 

Declawed: No 

Animal Intakes  

  Owner Surrender           ACO Seizure Stray Returned to Shelter Other  Total 

March              71        34    31                3          1                         140 

April              70        28    34  2           0      134 

       Animal Outcomes  

  Adoption  Return to Owner  Animals to Rescues 

March          23                16    91 

April          22                18    82          

INTAKES AND OUTCOMES FOR March 2018 and April 2018 

 

Breed: Rottweiler / Shepherd 

Age: 1y 10m Gender: Male 

Color: Black / Tan 

Spayed/Neutered: No 

Size: Large 

Adoption Application 
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March’s  intake break-down by jurisdiction and species:  

    City animal intake    59 

    County animal intake    75 

    Cats and cats with litters      52 

    Dogs and dogs with litters      82  

     

 

Information is Based on January 1, 2018 to April 30, 2018 

Since January 1 2018 the shelter has received 476 animals. 

156 city animals and 314 county animals have been received. 

In 2017(April) the shelter received 130 animals. 

So far in 2018 291 dogs have gone to various rescues. 

You can get your dog or 

cat microchipped at the 

shelter for a very rea-

sonable cost.  

Give us a call. 

Issue 77 

 

PLEASE be a responsible 

pet owner and SPAY/ 

NEUTER your pet. 

 

Please don't breed or buy 

while shelter dogs die.   

Darker shows more cases.  Quite a change in 6 years.  Please have your dogs tested and give meds.   We are  in 

the middle of the critical area. 
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MY DOG DOESN’T LIKE OTHER DOGS: 5 STEPS TO STOP THE BARKING AND LUNGING 
By: Beverley Courtney 

We’ve all seen it. 
 
Person and dog are walking along the street. 
 
Dog spots another person or dog and goes ballistic. Barking, lunging, ducking and diving, in a flurry of teeth 
and claws, looking for all the world as if she wants to eat everyone in her path. 
 
Then we see the poor owner trying to deal with this explosion. Usually he tries to restrain the dog physically, 
shout at her, maybe yank her around on her leash, before beating a disorderly retreat to lick his social wounds 
and repair his dignity. 
 
The social pressure to appear to be in control of your group - whether they be people or animals - is very 
strong. 
 
And if we let it, it will make us act in a way we don’t like, indeed a way which is not like us at all! 
 
This can be doubly hard for men. 
 
Why? Because they are expected to be totally in control. And to ensure by whatever means that that control is 
not challenged or defied. Inability to stop their dog kicking up trouble is perceived - erroneously - as a sign of 
weakness. So rationality goes out the window, and they act out of character. 
 
The man who was dandling his baby on his knee an hour before is now yelling and yanking his dog about in a 
way he would hate to see on video. The question is: Why are people so quick to punish their dog? 
 
BUT MY DOG IS BEING DEFIANT! 
Let’s backtrack a little and find out first of all why your dog is doing this. 
 
The answer, in the vast majority of cases, is fear. 
 
Not aggression, viciousness, nastiness, defiance, stubbornness - just plain, tail-wetting fear. 
 
It may be that the dog was not sufficiently socialized in the critical early weeks; it may be that she had a bad 
experience which has colored her perception of strange people or dogs; or it may be that it’s just the way she 
is. 
 
She’s a delight in the house, brilliant with the kids, but when she’s out she turns into a screaming monster. 
She sees something that frightens her. She’s on the leash so is unable to flee, so she does her best to look 
ferocious to repel the invader. She’s shouting “Get away from me! Look - I have teeth! Don’t make me use 
them!” 
 
None of this is a challenge to your authority! So trying to be the boss is not going to help one bit. 
 
The opposite is true. If your dog sees something that frightens her and then you weigh in and frighten her 
more, this is going to make matters a lot worse! 
 
Shouting at your young daughter when she shows a fear of spiders is not going to help her overcome her gen-
uine fear of them. 
 
So it is with your dog. 

 
 
POSITIVELY EXPERT: BEVERLEY COURTNEY 
Beverley Courtney, author of the Brilliant Family Dog book series "Essential Skills for 
a Brilliant Family Dog" and "Essential Skills for your Growly but Brilliant Family Dog" 
works with new puppies and rescue dogs, always looking to intensify the bond be-
tween dog and owner. She has particular empathy with “growly” dogs. 
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SO HOW CAN I HAVE A CALM WALK WITHOUT ALL HE * * BREAKING LOOSE? 
 

Jack Russel Terrier alert. The harsh treatment of dogs advocated by some 
popular TV programs does not sit well with the way you choose to relate to 
your family. But there’s no need to treat your dog any differently! Once you 
understand that your dog is afraid, this changes your response entirely. She 
is no longer to be castigated, rather to be helped to cope with a situation 
which is terrifying her. 
 
This is where your strength and courage come in. Without fear of what other 
people may think of you, you’ll be freed to make the right choices to change 
the dynamic - not just right now, but in the future too. 
 
1. The first thing is to give your dog distance. If the other dog is too close at 

30 feet, then get 60 feet away. Think of your little girl and the spider. 
 
2. Let your dog know that she never has to meet a strange person or dog ever again - you will always move 
her away just as she sees them. Yes - this will turn your previously ordered and linear walk into a bit of a 
chaotic zigzag, but it will be a calm and peaceful zigzag! This will build her confidence to the extent that this 
step alone may eventually enable her to pass other dogs without comment. 
 
3. Relax your hands. It’s highly likely (and totally understandable) that whenever you see anything approach-
ing, you tighten the leash in a vice-like grip, tense up, breathe faster, and generally give the appearance of 
being just as afraid as your dog is! So do the opposite: breathe slowly, lower and relax your hands, say to 
your dog in a calm voice, “Let’s go!”, and head off in the other direction. 
 
4. Ditch any nasty collars and gadgets promoted for keeping your dog under control. These can only serve to 
make her more frightened. Imagine putting a straitjacket on your frightened little girl and forcing her to con-
front the spider! It will magnify the fear immensely. Use a soft collar or harness and a loose lead. No chains. 
No spikes. No batteries. 
 
5. Reward your dog when she does it right! As soon as you turn away from the impending threat - whether it 
be 10 feet or 100 feet away - congratulate her warmly on her brilliant self-control! Her lack of stress and dis-
tress will be a huge reward in themselves - feeling panicky and afraid is no fun. Always carrying some tasty 
treats in your pocket will make it crystal clear to her that she has done something that has really pleased you. 
Dish them out freely when she’s achieved a calm response. Scatter them on the ground for her to hoover up. 
 
SOFTLY, SOFTLY, CATCHEE MONKEY 
You are going to make huge strides forward, but you are also going to have setbacks. 
 
See it as a slow progression. Fear is a very strong emotion and doesn’t disappear overnight. You’ll be able to 
look back in a while and say to yourself, “We couldn’t have walked past that dog a few months ago!” 
 
As you switch from fearing other people’s opinions to focusing on your dog’s needs, you will know that you 
can make the right choices for your dog’s well being. 
 

A calm dog walk 
You already do that with your family. Just forget about macho men on the TV 
beating up their dogs and treat your dog as you treat your children - with em-
pathy and kindness. 
 
It’s not about control, or showing who’s boss. It’s about ensuring the safety 
and happiness of everyone in your care. 
 
Now you can have the calm walks that you crave! 
 

And for a four-part email course that will walk you through this, step by step, head over to 
www.brilliantfamilydog.com/growly 

 


